TERMS AND CONDITIONS
SUNFLOWER SEED GROWING COMPETITION SUMMER 2015
NUMBER
TEMPLATE WORDING
1
By submitting an entry to this Promotion, entrants agree to be bound by
these Terms and Conditions.
2

Entry instructions explained at the Scottish Game Fair 2015 by staff
members form part of these Terms and Conditions. Entries submitted
with incomplete information, or found to contain invalid information,
shall be deemed invalid entries.

3

The Promotion commences at 8.30am on 3rd July (“Start Date”) and
closes at Noon on 28 August 2015 (“Closing Date”) (being the
“Promotion Period”). For the avoidance of doubt, this means that
entries must have been received by the Promoter by the close of the
Promotion Period in order to meet the Closing Date validity
requirements.

4

Entry is open to residents of the United Kingdom aged 3 and over and all
entrants, and their guardians, agree to their photographs being
published on the promoter’s website and social media pages.

5

One entry per person.

6

To enter, entrants must first register by providing us with their contact
details, ‘Like’ our Facebook Page @CKDGalbraith and follow us on
Twitter @CKDG_Energy
Entrants must photograph their entry on the Closing Date and
email/tweet or tag us on Facebook to log their entry and demonstrate
its height.

7

The winner will be selected by an independent judge/by a panel that
includes at least one independent member, to be held on 28 August
2015 (the “Closing Date”). Details of panel members may be obtained
by writing to the Promoter. The judge will assess all valid entries. The
entry that it considers in its subjective opinion/that the majority
considers in their subjective opinion to be the tallest sunflower shall be
deemed the winning entry (the “Winner”) and receive the Prize.

8

The Winner will be notified of the fact that they have won within 5 days
of the Closing Date by [email/telephone/twitter and Facebook. They will
then be asked to supply details for delivery of their prize.

9

The Promoter will use reasonable endeavours to contact the Winner. If
a Winner does not respond within 3 calendar months of the first
notification, then that individual forfeits the right to claim the Prize.

10

The Promoter reserves the right to cancel, amend, terminate or
temporarily suspend this competition at any time with no liability to any
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entrant or any third party.
11

The following prize is available to be won: VOUCHERS/FAMILY TICKET
FOR GO APE TO BE USED AT ANY LOCATION, TO THE VALUE OF £150.

12

No alternative prizes are available, with the exception that in the event
of circumstances outside of its control.

13

The Promoter and its associated agencies and companies accept no
liability for any loss, expense or damage which is suffered or sustained
(whether or not arising from any person's negligence) in connection
with the Promotion and/or prizes, other than such liability that cannot
be excluded by law including death or personal injury caused by
negligence, where liability shall be limited to the minimum permissible
by law.
Entrants under the age of 16 must seek the permission of their
parent/guardian before entering this Promotion.

14

15

If there are reasonable grounds to believe that there has been a breach
of these Terms and Conditions by an entrant, The Promoter may, at its
sole discretion invalidate the relevant entry and disqualify the entrant
from the Promotion, irrespective of the stage in the Promotion reached.

16

The Promoter’s decision in all matters relating to the Promotion is final
and binding and no correspondence will be entered into.

17

The Winner agrees to take part for free in any publicity for the
Promotion as requested by the Promoter.

18

The name of the winner will be available upon request after the Closing
Date in writing to the Promoter.

19

This Promotion is subject to Scottish law and the exclusive jurisdiction of
the English courts.
The Promoter is CKD Galbraith, 59 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2JG

20
21

Entrants hereby release Facebook and Twitter of all liability that can be
excluded under Scottish law.
This Promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or
associated with, Facebook or Twitter.

